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REMAP

» IRENA’s Global Renewable Energy Roadmap

» Shows feasible, cost-effective ways to double renewables (36% share) in world’s 
energy mix by 2030

» Analyses options for countries, sectors and technologies

» Assesses policy and investment implications

» Outlines benefits (economic, social, environmental) of achieving a doubling
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◉ Doubling the share of renewable energy by 2030 is critical for 

the achievement of sustainable energy and climate change 

objectives 

◉ Doubling renewables in the world’s energy mix by 2030 will lead to 

savings exceeding costs up to 15 times

◉ The transition to renewables, with greater energy efficiency, can 

limit the global temperature increase to below 2 degrees

◉ Doubling the share of renewable energy by 2030 is feasible, but 

only with immediate, concerted action in transport, buildings 

and industry

REmap 2016 edition highlights
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◉ 47 GW solar PV, 64 GW wind power installed 

◉ More than 25% growth from the previous year

◉ More than half of all new power generation worldwide is renewable 

◉ Despite low fossil fuel prices

◉ Costs continue to fall:

◉ Solar PV: USD 30/MWh in Dubai 

◉ Wind: USD 40/MWh in Egypt

◉ 164 countries with RE policies in place

◉ The global energy transition is ongoing

2015: a record year for renewables
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Doubling the world’s renewable 
energy share requires concerted action, reinforcing 

growth in renewables with energy efficiency and 

universal access – the three pillars of SDG 7

Doubling the share of renewables
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The range in projections shows a large uncertainty in 

how much renewables could grow until 2050, but 

also highlights the opportunities with deployment in 

the timeframe

Towards a carbon-free energy system
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#REma

p

The top five countries make up more than half of 

renewable energy use in 2030; the next five bring this 

to nearly two-thirds

Top 5 countries account for more than half
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Potential for additional renewable energy in all countries is identified, with 

great differences between countries in starting points, local capabilities, 

and realistic deployment potential

Country RE shares in 2030 vary from 10% to 90%
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Renewables use in buildings, industry, and transport 

as well as renewables-based district heating would 

account for nearly 60% of modern renewable energy 

use in 2030

Expanding renewables in all sectors
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Renewables in Russia
Drivers

• Develop knowledge and technology

• Local content requirements increasing over time (jobs, economic growth) 

• Cost-effective energy access in remote areas (representing about 10% of the 
population without access to the central grids)

Proposed approach for REmap and where report create value added

• Assess options across sectors – advice on policy balance

• Identify new technology options currently overlooked. Assess innovation 
needs to bring them to deployment

• Focus attention on Biomass, notably the role of forestry

• RE exports (bioenergy, hydropower)

• Renewables for electricity access

• Grid adjustments to allow for high shares of VRE (wind)

• Identify policy, information, R&D needs

• Consider regional differences (focus on specific regions)
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• Forestry residues (briquettes, pellets) for power and heating (in individual 
boilers)

• Biomass for district heating + efficiency improvements

• Other agriculture & organic waste & peat for power generation and heating
(+ industrial cogeneration)

• Liquid biofuels and electric mobility (not fully developed today)

• Wind onshore, geothermal (only in some areas)

• Large hydro for RE export

• Special attention for mining industry

• Mini-grids for rural communities (wind/diesel systems)

• Grid investment needs for transformation

– Interconnections with neighbouring countries

• New coal + new gas + new nuclear – integration with RE? – must run/flexible 
fossil?
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REmap Tech Options – first thoughts
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REmap Russia DRAFT results

Total installed RE capacity reaches 10 GW (excl. large hydro) in Reference Case
About half bioenergy (4.9 GW), wind (3.6 GW), solar PV (1.65 GW, same as 2020)

In REmap 2030, total of 23 GW, majority bioenergy (15 GW)
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COST ANALYSIS

» Provides accurate, up-to-date, reliable and transparent data

» Highlights growing competitiveness of renewables worldwide

» IRENA Renewable Costing Alliance:
• Builds data partnerships with real-world projects
• Database of 15,000 renewable energy 

power generation projects
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The relentless improvement in competiveness 

continues

Renewables competing head-to-head with 

fossil fuels

Future cost reductions will be more 

challenging, policy driven

Highlights

Integrating variable renewables doesn’t 

change the conclusions
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New renewable  power technologies:

Rapidly maturing

Note: each circle represents a utility-scale project, centre of circle is LCOE value and diameter of circle the project size
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Renewables: The cost effective solution

Note: each circle represents a utility-scale project, centre of circle is LCOE value and diameter of circle the project size
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Continued technology

innovation

Growing scale of markets

Costs will continue to fall for solar 

and wind power technologies to 2025

Large cost differentials

Policy framework critical to unlocking largest savings
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Technical Concept Guidelines: Mini-grid Applications
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The Project Navigator Platform

www.irena.org/navigator
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TECHNICAL CONCEPT 
GUIDELINES: BACKGROUND
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Why?

• Technical Concept Guidelines should facilitate
project development and deployment of all
technologies.

• Developers and Member states have shown interest
in Mini/micro grids

Objective
• To show project developers how to select plan a

successful Mini/Micro-grid project, taking into
account external influences, such as legislation,
stakeholders or contracts

Shutterstock

Technical Concept Guidelines 

Mini-grid  Applications
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Scope

• Technology overview

• Project planning and design

• Financial assessment

• Project execution and commissioning

• O&M

Main Features

• Minimum requirements for bankability of a
Mini/Micro-grid project

• Comparison of possible options

• Case studies and tools

• Financial model

• Lessons learned / Do’s and Don’t’s from
previous projects

Size and technology options

Financial 
constraints

Regulatory framework

Operational 
expectations 
and goals

Successful 

Project

navigator@irena.org

Technical Concept Guidelines 

Mini-grid  Applications
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DEFINITIONS
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Types of mini-grids

Off-grid
• Small size

• Semi-autonomous

• Good for rural communities and islands

• Objective: to offset diesel consumption with RE

Resilient
• Grid connected

• Typically in developed nations

• Emergency facilities / control and operation centres

• Commercial, industrial, healthcare facilities facing 
sustained grid outages

Advanced
• Grid connected campuses with multiple distributed 

loads

• High levels of automation, control, forecasting

• Serve as test-beds for innovation

26

Operation Modes
• Islanded

• Parallel with larger grid
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Key Performance Indicators

Financial viability
• Financially sound by reducing dependence on 

oil-based fuels

• Increasing efficiency of engines with storage

• Through bill management: taking advantage of 
peak and off-peak periods

Social impact
• Provide options for electrification

• Potential refrigeration and medical equipment

• Overall improvement in quality of life
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Sustainability / Carbon offset
• RE Minigrids reduce carbon emissions and improve 

sustainability by displacing fossil-fuelled based 
generation

Resiliency and reliability
• Resilience for services such as lighting, 

water/wastewater, telecommunications, and 
medical facilities

• Increased reliability reliable when dealing with 
critical loads due to their design, which includes a 
variety of centralized interconnected resources

KPI KPI KPI KPI
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ADDITIONAL TOOLS
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Financial Tool
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Thank you! 

Visit us: www.irena.org/navigator

Contact us: navigator@irena.org
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GLOBAL ATLAS

» Largest initiative to assess renewable energy potential on a global scale

» Creates high-resolution resource maps

» Includes solar, wind, geothermal, bioenergy and ocean energy resources 
(expanding to encompass all renewable energy resources)
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SUSTAINABLE ENERGY MARKETPLACE

Objective: to support initiation, development and financing of sustainable 
energy projects by:

» Improving the transparency of the market

» Offering IRENA’s tools and databases for market players

» Supporting projects at the development stage
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www.irena.org

www.twitter.com/irena

www.facebook.com/irena.org


